
 
 

 
 

 
EYE ON EARTH CONCEPT NOTE 
ONE UN PAVILION, ABU DHABI 

17 October 2011 
 
The One UN pavilion stands at the entrance to the exhibition grounds and as such will 
be visitors’ first impression of the event. Entering the structure, a central 
kiosk/object/installation serves as an interactive centrepiece of the UN exhibit. Visitors 
can enter the kiosk, which will have some sort of two dimensional map of the world and 
logos of participating UN agencies outside, content TBD inside. The kiosk will focus on 
two themes: 1.) the importance of data in the United Nations system and 2.) how 
Global Pulse, the Secretary-General’s technology for development initiative, is 
harnessing innovation to bring high-tech solutions to some of the world’s most pressing 
environmental issues. UNEP is coordinating the content that will be included in the 
Pavilion. 
 
Surrounding this central focal point, eight themed panels around the perimeter of the 
pavilion will highlight how data informs the UN’s work in these key areas (themes and 
examples to be confirmed/refined depending on content received / further discussion 
with UN agency colleagues): 
 
One UN Pavilion Section Themes and Topics 

• Climate Change.  
Topics: blue carbon, climate data, desertification, forest issues 

• Pollution  
Topics: hazardous waste, marine litter, chemicals, nutrients 

• Conflicts and disasters  
Topics: access to food and water, impact on heritage sites 

• Water / Aquatic Ecosystems 
Topics: freshwater, coastal ecosystems, deep seas, fisheries 

• Land / Terrestrial Ecosystems 
Topics: agriculture, aquaculture, food security, urbanization, deforestation 

• Biodiversity/Ecosystems  
Topics: protected areas, GEO, green economy, spatial planning 

• Law & Governance  
Topics: EcoLex, green economy, ABNJ 

• Solutions to Data Challenges 
Topics: Citizen Science, UNEP Live, Global Compact, World Data Centres; 
Conservation Commons 

 
Each theme will have two dedicated audio/visual components, as well as panel text in 
English and Arabic, outlining the issues: 
 
Main screens: stories of how data enable better decision-making  
These screens will show a looping, non-interactive video storyline, composed of 
multiple topics within each theme. Each storyline will consis of short phrases in English 
and Arabic, for each of the four storyline points below, including graphics, text and 
sound effects. These should be forward-looking, about innovation, and try to show how 
individuals can engage in global problems. 



Storyline Points 
i. What is the environmental issue/problem? 
ii. What are the data successes to date and what gaps persist? 
iii. How can data gaps/challenges be solved / what is the UN doing to fill these 

gaps? 
iv. How will the world be a healthier/happier/better place if these data gaps are 

filled? 
 
Data examples will ideally range from global to local and with some focus around the 
Arabian Peninsula if possible (although this is not a requirement). 
 
iPads: a platform for interacting with data, solutions, and applications 
i. UN data layers already available through www.arcgis.com or Google Maps 
ii. iPad applications developed by UN agencies on data or thematic issues 
iii. UN agency and/or partner website or other data product to highlight  
 
Seating areas will allow UN agency participants in interact with visitors’ on a one-on-
one basis, using laptops (not provided) to demonstrate their datasets and data 
gathering mechanisms not provided on the iPad screens. Additionally, a reception 
desk could be staffed at all times to welcome visitors and guide them towards their 
area of interest. Alternatively, the central kiosk could take over this function, depending 
on the end function identified for it. 
 

Call for Content from UN Agencies by 4 November 2011. 
 
There is an URGENT need for UN Agencies to please provide storylines and 
associated content to UNEP for integration into the audio-visual displays. These 
storylines should really focus on weaving a story around data issues, challenges and 
solutions. The more dynamic, the better! The following is requested: 
 

1. Storyboard to be compiled in powerpoint, to show flow and ordering of 
images/videos/animations etc. This will be used by UNEP DCPI to compile the 
raw content; 

2. Short sentences for each of the four storyline points noted above; please 
highlight (in bold or otherwise) what the KEY message is. Additional text will be 
helpful to contextualise the animations and provide additional content to choose 
from, but it will be important to provide very brief sentences/phrases to capture 
the essence of each stage of the storyline.  

3. Original image/video/graphics files. Formats: jpeg (>600dpi); video (.mov); other 
formats may be possible – please enquire about compatibility. Thumbnails of 
these should be included in the powerpoint to indicate where in the storyline 
they should be used, but raw files are also needed. 

4. Potential iPad content to be included, with relevant access information 
 
Please indicate interest in submitting content ASAP to Louisa Wood 
(Louisa.wood@unep-wcmc.org) to enable overall content coordination and planning. In 
your expression of interest, please indicate a) which theme your storyline will fit into b) 
a 4 bullet point summary of the storyline and accompanying graphics and c) if you wish 
to provide any interactive content for the iPads. 
 
Deadline for submission of all raw content to Louisa Wood: 4 November 2011 


